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Hilo, Hawaii
Note of Survey:

Beginning by plot XX at Northwest in Tract XRX.
1. 67° 24' W = 68 ft. clay wall to plot X of angle.
2. S. 4° 10' W = 201. .
3. S. 4° 26' E = 155. .
4. N. 69° 11' W = 102. .
5. S. 45° 22' W = 254. .
6. S. 87° 06' W = 85. .
7. S. 24° 06' W = 208. .
8. S. 10° 32' W = 86. .
9. S. 31° 40' E = 213. . to plot XXI.

10. S. 67° 30' E = 2440. clay bank to plot XXI of bank of
     Hole. The plot returns to middle

11. W. 42° 07' E = 1187. clay middle plot to angle.
12. W. 46° 58' W = 2766. up bank of plot to plot XX. clay bank.
    to the point of beginning.

Continuing an area of 66.84 acres more or less.

A. B. Lockwood, Surveyor.

Dec. 14, 1887.